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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
Virginia Robinson Estate

The one-story Robinson house (1911) is of simplified Beaux Arts design, with a
balustraded parapet and a central porch that is supported by paired columns and topped
by urns. In the back facade are wood frame French doors and casement windows with one
broad, flattened bay window. The interiors are simple with no moldings on upper walls or
ceilings and simple baseboards at bottoms of walls. Decorative interest is provided by
marble fireplaces and crystal chandeliers throughout. The rooms open off a central hall,
though in a modified L-Shape rather than with neoclassical symmetry; the master bedroom
is reached via a gallery which overlooks the back lawn.
Only two changes have been made in the house design, both under the directon of
Mrs. Robinson — to bring in more light, two windows in the library (front facade) were
enlarged; to enhance party-making, a marble terrace was added to the rear of the house,
outside the gallery.
Servants quarters are located in a separate building to one side of the main house,
behind the kitchen. The building is Beaux Arts design of Florentine Renaissance derivation; at ground level, it is pierced by a driveway arch with a quoigned surround. On
the second story is a loggia supported by pillars with simple capitals and terminated at
either end by an enclosed pavillion.
Located one hundred yards to the rear of the main house is a playhouse pavillion,
completed in 1924. The pavillion is a blend of Palladian and eighteenth century French
influences. Tuscan columns are set in front of a screen of windows and fanlights, effecting a set of linked, overlapping Palladian windows. The mullions of the windows create
lattice-like patterns which are emphasized in the interior where mock arched window frames
with mullions are placed in front of mirrors.
A parapet wall of urns on plinths plus long planter boxes create a broken silhouette
over the central bay of the pavillion. A shallow molding is employed as a cornice, with
a dentil course beneath. There are three arches on the pavillion, set slightly forward,
and in the spandrels are scrafitto-like decorations of Renaissance angels blowing trumpets,
The rear elevation of the playhouse is two stories high, the front only one story,
effecting the appearance of a miniature theater stage. At the first floor level is an
outsized balcony with a balustrade at the center, rounded parapet walls at the side, and
enormous volutes beneath. Scrafitto panels of cherubs are found in the tympanum of the
arches over a triple set of French doors.
The rooms of the playhouse are disposed symmetrically around a central hall. The
windowed entry hall doors face onto a reflecting, Olympic sized swimming pool and slide
open to create a gazebo effect. The pool is bordered by paths on either side with steps
leading to the terrace platform on which the pavillion sits; the raised platform creates
one end of the pool and is finished in a mosaic tile wainscotting pattern. Behind the
entry hall is a billiard room panelled in natural wood with a dentil course and projecting
entablature below the ceiling. The ceiling is coffered with the ribs molded in standard
classical motifs of acanthus, egg and dart, and scroll patterns. An upstairs card room
is also beautifully panelled with murals of a Pompeiian grotesque theme.
There have been no structural alterations in the playhouse pavillion.
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Virginia Robinson Estate

Begun in 1908 and completed in 1911, the Beaux Arts home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Winchester Robinson was the first residence in Beverly Hills. The architect, Nathaneal
Dryden, was Mrs. Robinson's father. "In 1911, when we built the house, Beverly Hills
consisted of barley fields and one small real estate office about a mile from the house,"
said Virginia Robinson. "My deed reads, 'the first residence in Beverly Hills.'"
Though not outstanding in individual design, the Robinson house is representative of the
Beaux Arts phase of architecture in Southern California. More importantly, as the first
house in what was to become a highly touted social enclave, it: reflects, both architecturally and socially, the historic origins of Beverly Hills.
In purely architectural terms, the highlight of the Robinson residence is the added
(1924) playhouse pavillion. It and the grounds connecting it to the main house are based
in conception on such late Renaissance/early Baroque buildings as the Cortile di Belvedere
and the Villa Guilia, in which garden and building are integrated through terracing, steps,
landscaping, and water. Outstanding detail includes the reflecting swimming pool with
tiled wainscotting forming the terrace platform wall; sliding., windowed doors that open
onto the pool to create a gazebo-like effect; the Tuscan columns and arches with scraffito
decoration; and the split elevation of the two stories which effects an image of a miniature theater stage.
The Robinson residence is located on six (originally twenty) hillside acres which
were carefully landscaped to integrate house, playhouse, and garden. Horticulture was
a lifelong avocation of Mrs. Robinson. In 1911, "there was only one elderberry bush on
the property," she noted; over the years, she and her husband planted extensively and
supervised the creation of a series of patio gardens on the terraced hillsides. A lush
palm grove, with some unusually large specimens, dominates the landscape architecture
embracing the northeast portion of the main house. A wide, grassy mall connecting the
main house to the playhouse pavillion delineates the palm area and is itself lined with
stately Italian cypress. Completing the plantings are sixty-year old Eucalyptus trees,
a hillside garden of flowers, shrubs, and fruit trees on the western third of the property,
and a formal rose garden. Throughout the planted acreage, interlocking footpaths and
brick stairways provide access to the remotest sections of the garden, while paved, fountained patios offer frequent resting points.
(CONTINUED)
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The Virginia Robinson property is located at the northerly terminus of
Elden Way, is bounded on the west by Cove Way and bounded on the north and
east by the rear of parcels of land which front along Carolyn Way.
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Harry Robinson, son of the J.W. Robinson department store founder, died in 1932.
His wife of thirty years, Virginia, "because I had to do it," took over the store and
served on the Board till 1962. She continued to live and entertain in the Beverly Hills
home, assisted by a retinue of male servants. "I always kept a larger staff than most
people," she reminisced, "....I always used to have at least four butlers." Since its
construction and till the death of its mistress in August, 1977 (a few weeks before
her one hundredth birthday), the Robinson residence was the focus of an active social
scene. Virginia Robinson donated generously to favorite charities, particularly the
Hollywood Bowl, and benefit parties and luncheons shared the spotlight continuously with
purely social affairs. Mrs. Robinson was well known as a hostess who gave glittering
parties. "I guess everybody in Beverly Hills has been here," she said. When the city
of Beverly Hills celebrated its fiftieth anniversary in 1964,, Virginia Robinson was
honored as a pioneer resident. She was referred to by the local press as the "First
Lady of Beverly Hills," and she deservedly earned a fifty-year reputation as one of
the Southland's leading hostesses.
With her death, the city lost a dynamic represenative of a bygone social era.
The Robinson residence remains, however, unaltered, and in its historic integrity
reflects a perfectly preserved symbol of the Beverly Hills of yesteryear.
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